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Abstract. The lack of fungibility in Bitcoin has forced its userbase to
seek out tools that can heighten their anonymity. Third-party Bitcoin
mixers use obfuscation techniques to protect participants from blockchain
transaction analysis. In recent years, various centralized and decentral-
ized Bitcoin mixing methods were proposed in academic literature (e.g.,
CoinJoin, CoinShuffle). Although these methods strive to create a threat-
free environment for users to preserve their anonymity, public Bitcoin
mixers continue to be associated with theft and poor implementation.
This paper explores the public Bitcoin mixer ecosystem to identify if
today’s mixing services have adopted academia’s proposed solutions. We
perform real-world interactions with publicly available mixers to analyze
both implementation and resistance to common threats in the mixing
landscape. We present data from 21 publicly available mixing services
on the deep web and clearnet.
Our results highlight a clear gap between public and proposed Bitcoin
mixers in both implementation and security. We find that the majority
of key security features proposed by academia are not deployed in any
public Bitcoin mixers that are trusted most by Bitcoin users. Today’s
mixing services focus on presenting users with a false sense of control to
gain their trust rather than employing secure mixing techniques.

1 Introduction

In May of 2019, European Union authorities seized Bestmixer, a mixing service
that advertised to eradicate any criminal history associated with a user’s Bitcoin.
After an investigation, authorities asserted that the majority of the $200 million
that traveled through the service had “a criminal origin or destination” [6].

Bitcoin mixing services are not illegal by nature: Their guarantee to obfus-
cate a trail of funds appeals to benign users who seek anonymity, and various
centralized mixing services are available to the public today. The techniques im-
plemented by these services have a direct impact on user privacy and security.
For example, Bestmixer claimed to eradicate all “order history completely and
automatically in 24 hours” [5]. This claim was proven false when authorities
seized IP-addresses, transactions logs, wallet addresses, and chat messages that
were stored on multiple Bestmixer servers.



The dual use of mixing services, by both privacy-wary users and cyber-
criminals, provides two motivations for their study. Aiding the former, security
researchers in academia have proposed plethora designs and implementations
for secure mixing [11, 12, 15, 16, 22–25]. Hunting the latter, researchers devel-
oped techniques that are capable of tracking Bitcoins through deployed mix-
ers [10, 19, 21]. However, a gap remains: Despite active research in Bitcoin mix-
ing and un-mixing, it is unclear on what techniques current, actually deployed
dual-use Bitcoin mixers base their operation and, thus, it is unclear what se-
curity properties their users can expect. The effect of this is clear: Although
protocols for ideal mixing exist, the majority of publicly available services are
still associated with distrust and scam accusations [7].

In this paper, we provide the first active and systematic measurement of the
current public Bitcoin mixing ecosystem to identify if academically proposed so-
lutions are adopted. The key challenge of this measurement is to scalably analyze
public mixers and correlate our observations with academically proposed solu-
tions. Another challenge is the majority of public mixers are black-box services,
which do not have their code available to the public. To tackle these challenges,
we perform real-world mixer interactions with five public mixers to identify ac-
tual behaviors that are indicative of their implementation and their resistance
to common threats. We leverage our direct interactions, the public nature of
Bitcoin’s blockchain, and mixer-specific features to identify these behaviors.

Our results highlight a gap of implementation and security between aca-
demically proposed mixing solutions and actual public mixers. For example, our
security analysis identifies a lack of coin theft prevention in all five public mixers
studied, even though solutions exist, such as Obscuro [23]. Our results also in-
clude mixer-specific characteristics that would benefit from longitudinal research.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

– We provide an overview of the current Bitcoin mixing service landscape,
both regarding published academic literature and through information that
is collected from actual public mixers.

– We conduct active experiments with five popular public mixing services to
collect data and transaction IDs of real-world mixer interactions.

– We perform an implementation and security analysis on our mixing dataset.
Among other insights, we determined that none of the studied public mixers
implement cutting-edge security properties as proposed by academia.

2 Background

Bitcoin mixing services provide their users with improved anonymity by lever-
aging inherent characteristics of both Bitcoin and blockchain technology. Before
diving into the details of mixers, here we present background knowledge on Bit-
coin itself and discuss prior research work that is related to Bitcoin mixers.
Bitcoin and Blockchain. Bitcoin (BTC) is a decentralized digital currency
that relies on a peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed network to store and check the
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validity of transaction data [20]. This data is stored on a public ledger where users
are identified by pseudonymous addresses (we will discuss the security implica-
tions of these addresses further in Section 2). The blockchain is the underlying
architecture of the public ledger. Each block holds the hash of its predecessor
and a Merkle tree of transactions. Any change in transaction information would
lead to a different Merkle root hash and hash of the block itself.

Another integral part of Bitcoin’s implementation is its use of the Ellip-
tic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). The pseudonymous addresses
users create are each derived from corresponding public/private key pairs stored
in user’s wallets. To prevent forgery of transactions, Bitcoin users sign created
transactions with their private key. When transaction information is sent out to
nodes in the P2P network, they use the sender’s public key to validate that the
transaction was signed by the corresponding private key.

Anonymity in Bitcoin. Bitcoin uses pseudonymous addressing to identify its
users. While these users are capable of creating as many addresses as they would
like, they are not required to do so. In turn, researchers have used clustering,
transaction analysis, taint analysis, and behavior analysis to track patterns and
build relationships between public keys [9, 13, 14, 17, 18]. The official Bitcoin
website highlights potential threats to user anonymity and clearly states that
the currency is not anonymous [1].

Bitcoin Transactions. Bitcoin makes use of a transaction-based public ledger.
Inputs and outputs of transactions are referred to as Unspent Transaction Out-
puts (UTXOs). Transactions consume UTXOs as inputs and create new ones as
outputs. UTXOs can only be used in full or not at all. It is quite unlikely that
a UTXO will match the exact requested spent amount. Thus, the majority of
Bitcoin transactions have two outputs. While the recipient receives one output,
the left over (change output) amount is sent back to the sender at a new address.

Transaction metadata includes public keys, input and output UTXOs, size of
the transaction, and hash of the transaction as a unique identifier. Transaction
inputs also include signatures using the sender’s private key; this allows anyone
to use the sender’s public key to verify the validity of the signed transaction.

Related Work. In 2013, Moser et al. [19] explored Bitcoin Fog, BitLaundry,
and the Send Shared functionality of Blockchain.info to attempt tracing their
outputs back to their input accounts in a series of experiments. They identified
that two of the services, Bitcoin Fog and Blockchain.info, successfully obfuscated
their funds. They were successfully able to trace their BitLaundry outputs back
to their original inputs using Blockchain.info’s transaction graph functionality
which has since been deprecated. In 2015, Novetta [21] conducted experiments
with BitMixer, BitLaunder, Shared Coin, and Bitcoin Blender to identify prov-
able links in mixing schemes, identify fingerprints of individual mixers, and iden-
tify if mixing can be detected on the blockchain. The study found fingerprint-
ing patterns in the services based on recurring addresses, fees, and branching
patterns. Balthasar and Hernandez-Castro [10] interacted with DarkLaunder,
Bitlaunder, CoinMixer, Helix, and Alphabay and identified security and pri-
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Fig. 1: High-Level diagram of a Bitcoin mixer with three participants and a
centralized mixer run by an operator. The participants send their Bitcoin to
the mixer. From its pool of collected Bitcoin, the mixer returns funds to
participants’ specified output addresses such that they are not returned their
initial deposit.

vacy limitations in the services. Their work highlights the need for secure and
privacy-aware protocols to improve the Bitcoin mixing ecosystem.

3 Bitcoin Mixers

Bitcoin mixers are services that offer the ability to obfuscate users’ funds. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the general functionality of a mixer with three users. Each user
sends their Bitcoins into the service and is returned another user’s input to a
different address. This output is associated with a completely different transac-
tion history. The mixer operator runs the service and is aware of all connections
(permutations) between inputs and outputs. Although this high-level view may
seem easily traceable, mixers use obfuscation techniques that make it difficult
to trace transactions and identify mixing service use on the blockchain.
Obfuscation Techniques. Since their inception, mixing services have adapted
to threats stemming from transactional analysis. Traceable characteristics of
transactions include the mixer’s input address, the user’s address, the amount
sent to and from the service, and the timestamps of input and output transac-
tions. The mixer input address is presented to the user to send their funds to the
service. If the same input address was used for all users, it would be simple to
identify mixing participants and the Bitcoin the mixer has in its pool. To avoid
this, mixers generate new input addresses for each user. Additionally, the user’s
address could be traceable if kept consistent throughout the mixing interaction.
Therefore, mixers allow their participants to specify multiple output addresses.

Patterns in amounts and timestamps of transactions could also indicate mixer
use. Because network fees are public information, mixers add private, random-
ized mixing fees to each transaction. Additionally, mixing delays are used to
make blockchain analysis more difficult. There are more than 300,000 Bitcoin
transactions every 24 hours [8]. Thus, it is in mixing participants’ best interest
that delays are maximized. While the majority of services randomize fees and
delays, some allow users to customize these features.
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Threats. Trust is incredibly important for the success of a Bitcoin mixer. As
third-party services, they must convince users that funds will be properly mixed
and returned. Thus, mixers often offer features for users to check the status of
their mix or proudly promote positive reviews from forum posts. Still, Bitcoin
mixers are continuously accused of scams and poor implementation [7].

While mixers may pose threats to their participants’ funds and anonymity,
users and external attackers also contribute to the threat landscape. Some of the
threats posed by users and external attackers, such as tracing transactions, are
mitigated with obfuscation features. Others, such as coin theft, can be mitigated
by the proposed mixer implementations that will be discussed in Section 4. The
majority of current mixing implementations involve a centralized third party
that is run by an all-powerful operator. The threats that are posed by this mixer
operator are much more difficult to detect. In this paper, we focus our security
analysis on the following threats presented by Tran et al. [23]:

Permutation Leak: An adversary is able to access mixing logs or a database
pertaining to the permutation between input and output addresses.

Coin Theft: An adversary steals the input coins by providing users with an
alternative address or by compromising the mixer’s address. The mixer op-
erator can also steal users’ funds.

Dropping of Participants: A malicious mixer operator can deny participa-
tion to selected benign users to reduce the anonymity set.

Small Mixing Set Size: The mixing set size during each round is directly in-
dicative of the quality of the mix. A large mixing set ensures anonymity and
protection against blockchain analysis.

Join-then-abort: An adversarial participant disrupts the mix by aborting the
mixing protocol before its execution.

4 Academic Mixing Techniques

In response to the threats facing Bitcoin mixers, the Bitcoin community and
academic literature have proposed alternative methods to improve trust and
eliminate threats. In this section, we discuss the general architecture of four
decentralized and four centralized proposed mixing protocols.

4.1 Decentralized Mixing Protocols

The intrinsic anonymity in the Bitcoin ecosystem makes trusting a third party
that runs a mixing service highly risky. Therefore, decentralized mixing protocols
strive to avoid the use of a third party. Most of the following protocols assume
a decentralized method for users to find other participants, which is called boot-
strapping. Generally, decentralized protocols suffer from limited scalability and
long wait times to find mixing peers.
CoinJoin. CoinJoin is a method for multiple transactions from multiple senders
to be combined into one transaction [15]. Without any modification to the cur-
rent Bitcoin protocol, this technique makes it difficult for outside entities to
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identify the corresponding recipient for each input. Users may collaborate to
identify a uniform output amount and combine their transactions into one. In
turn, senders face lower transaction fees and lessen the transactions on the Bit-
coin network. Additionally, participants of CoinJoin transactions do not face risk
of theft: each participant must sign the transaction before it is considered valid.

CoinShuffle. Ruffing et al. presented CoinShuffle in 2014 [22]. The mixing pro-
tocol requires no third party, is compatible with the existing Bitcoin network,
and uses CoinJoin to execute transactions. The protocol assumes that users
have a secure, decentralized method to express their interest in participation.
Output address shuffling and a final CoinJoin transaction eliminate the risk of
permutation leak and coin theft attacks.

CoinParty. Ziegeldorf et al. proposed CoinParty, a mixing protocol with multi-
ple one-to-one transactions to and from escrow addresses [25]. While compatible
with the existing Bitcoin network, CoinParty uses secure multi-party compu-
tation for users to collaborate. Temporary threshold ECDSA escrow addresses
eliminate the risk of coin theft if 2/3 of the participants are benign users. Similar
to CoinShuffle, output addresses are shuffled to avoid permutation leaks.

Xim. Bissias et al. explored the threats presented by Sybil-based denial-of-
service attacks to Bitcoin mixing services. They present Xim, a two-party mixing
implementation [11]. Unlike the previously described methods, Xim provides a
decentralized method for finding mixing participants. Joining a mix interaction
requires both participants to spend funds. The requirement to pay to advertise
and respond to desired mixing partners make Sybil attacks difficult.

4.2 Centralized Mixing Protocols

Centralized mixing protocols aim to secure a scheme where an untrusted third
party exists, and participants send their funds through these centralized services.

Obscuro. Tran et al. presented a centralized Bitcoin mixer using Trusted Ex-
ecution Environments (TEEs) [23]. Obscuro addresses the threats posed by
mixing operators to lessen the control they have on the functionality and day-
to-day activity of the service. To do so, the mixer codebase is isolated from
the rest of the system. Users are given the ability to verify the isolated func-
tionalities using remote attestation and are guaranteed a large mixing set size.
Obscuro’s implementation requires no changes to the existing Bitcoin network
and is generic such that it can be implemented with any TEE technique.

Mixcoin. Bonneau et al. propose Mixcoin, a Bitcoin mixing protocol that pro-
vides accountability to expose malicious centralized mixers [12]. To do so, signed
warranties are implemented between the participants and the service. If any
wrongdoing occurs on the mixer’s part, users have proof of an agreement be-
tween both parties to post on public forums. Warranties can be verified by pub-
licly available information such as transactions or public keys. Thus, Mixcoin
provides an incentive for mixers to operate in a trustworthy manner. The proto-
col assumes there are various mixers Mi, and each mixer has a warranty signing
key KMi which is consistently used to sign warranties with each participant.
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Thus, the mixer’s reputation relies heavily on the use of their key. Although ac-
countability is achieved, the mixer can steal funds from its users and potentially
leak permutations between inputs and outputs.
Blindcoin. Valenta and Rowan address Mixcoin’s susceptibility to permutation
leak attacks with Blindcoin [24]. Without any changes to the existing Bitcoin
protocol, a blind signature scheme and an append-only public log are added
onto the Mixcoin protocol. The user includes a blinded token consisting of their
output address and a nonce in their initial offer to the mixing service. The use
of this token eliminates the threat of a permutation leak attack by the mixer
operator. In addition, the mixing service is required to post this blinded token
to an append only public log. As a result, Blindcoin ensures accountability while
keeping the mapping of input to output addresses secret. However, Blindcoin
does not prevent coin theft since the mixer can still steal funds from its users.
TumbleBit. Heilman et al. present TumbleBit, a unidirectional and unlinkable
payment hub protocol [16]. TumbleBit is completely compatible with the cur-
rent Bitcoin protocol and relies on an untrusted centralized intermediary M to
transfer funds between users. TumbleBit’s transactions are sent off-blockchain
and are not affected by the latency issues in Bitcoin. These payments are essen-
tially off-blockchain puzzles generated through interactions with M.

5 Public Mixing Services

Today’s most popular Bitcoin mixing services are centralized to avoid scalabil-
ity and participant bootstrapping issues inherent in decentralized methods. To
begin our analysis of the current mixing service landscape, we first gathered a
list of centralized mixers. The majority of these mixers were posted as service
announcements on Bitcointalk, a key forum for Bitcoin-related discussions. Ap-
pendix A outlines the characteristics we collected for each mixing service. Our
findings are displayed in Table 1 with some of these characteristics omitted for
simplicity. A signifies that the service offers the feature while a 5 indicates
lack of the feature. Any field marked with a dash was not found or not appli-
cable to the service. Note that the information presented is solely based on the
data that is available on each mixer’s website and does not involve any actual
transactions.
Popularity Analysis. Our next step was to identify a metric to rank mixing
services based on popularity for in-depth analysis. As seen in Table 1, every
mixing service has a Tor mirror that is highly recommended. These sites have a
.onion extension and cannot be indexed by standard search engines. As a result,
identifying the amount of traffic for each service is quite difficult.

To address this obstacle, we first categorized mixers into two categories:
Trusted and Untrusted. We based this categorization on service support and
user activity on the Bitcointalk forum. Trusted mixers displayed consistent com-
munication with an active user base on the forum and had zero scam accusations
at the time of the study. Untrusted mixers displayed a lack of communication
with their users and had one or more scam accusations. Any mixer without
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Samourai Whirlpool 2015 7 3 3 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 - - -
CryptoMixer 2016 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 1 356 7

Mixer.money 2016 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 - 151 7

BitCloak 2016 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 1 174 7

ChipMixer 2017 7 7 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 1 1887 7

BitMix.biz 2017 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 1 147 7

FoxMixer 2017 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 6 39 7

Wasabi Wallet 2018 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 - - -
MixTum 2018 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 1 99 7

Bitcoin Mixer 2019 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 1 108 7

Sudoku Wallet 2019 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 68 7

U
n
tr

u
st

ed

Bitcoin Fog 2011 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 7 6 647 3

PenguinMixer 2017 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 7 7 3 2 - -
Blender.io 2017 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 103 3

BMC Mixer 2017 7 3 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 7 2 2 7

SmartMix 2019 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 170 3

Mixer Tumbler 2019 7 3 7 3 7 7 3 3 3 7 3 17 7

AtoB Mixer 2019 7 3 7 - 3 7 3 3 3 7 - 102 3

Anonymix 2020 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 7 7 1 - -
BlockMixer 2020 7 3 - - 7 7 3 3 3 7 3 1 7

DarkWeb Mixer - 7 3 7 - 3 7 3 7 7 7 - - -

Table 1: The inclusion of various Bitcoin mixer features on current Bitcoin
mixing services. This data is based solely on publicly available information on
the mixer’s website or Bitcointalk forum posts and does not involve any
transactions. Furthermore, the mixers are categorized as Trusted or Untrusted
based on their standing and activity on the Bitcointalk forum.

a service announcement on Bitcointalk or an inactive open-source community
was also marked as Untrusted due to a lack of information from its user base.
The only exceptions to this categorization were Samourai Wallet’s Whirlpool
and Wasabi Wallet. Although these services do not have Bitcointalk service an-
nouncements, they were categorized as Trusted due to their active community
and open-source implementation.

After analysis of forum posts, 11 mixers were Trusted and 10 were Untrusted.
We chose five web-based Trusted services for in-depth analysis: ChipMixer, Mix-
Tum, Bitcoin Mixer, CryptoMixer, and Sudoku Wallet. These services were cho-
sen based on their popularity and unique features. We did not select any Un-
trusted mixing services for this in-depth analysis due to ethical concerns.
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ChipMixer was established in 2017. With over 95 pages of Bitcointalk forum
posts and no scam allegations, the service is the most popular mixer. ChipMixer
is a unique implementation with the introduction of chips. It generates addresses
and funds them with increments of 0.001 BTC up to 8.192 BTC. These addresses
are provided to ChipMixer’s participants along with their corresponding private
keys as outputs. Rather than executing on-blockchain transactions, users are
expected to import the given private keys to their wallets off-blockchain. Thus,
there is no link between funds deposited to ChipMixer and the chips given to
participants. Users may split, merge, even bet or donate the given chips before
withdrawal using the corresponding private keys. These features can be used
multiple times, in any order, and on individual chips.

While ChipMixer does not require an account, users are given a session token
and an input address that lasts for seven days. The service also gives users the
option to destroy their sessions prematurely within this seven-day period, and
service logs are kept for the same length. Mixing fees are purely donation-based
and users may choose to donate any amount of their given chips. On withdrawal,
users are given a cryptographically signed receipt proving that the funds are
coming from ChipMixer. Additionally, users are given the option to receive a
voucher code and use the non-withdrawn chips in other ChipMixer interactions.

MixTum was established in 2018. The service claims to have a separate pool
of Bitcoin from cryptocurrency stock exchanges such as Binance, OKEex, and
DigiFinex. MixTum guarantees that participant funds are not mixed within a
pool of other user’s Bitcoin and instead outputs are from exchanges.

MixTum is a traditional Bitcoin mixer that sends on-block-chain transac-
tions to return participant funds. Mixing fees are up to 5% (randomized) plus
0.00015 BTC for the output network fee. Users can specify up to two output ad-
dresses which receive multiple payments when funds are returned. The number
of payments and distribution of funds between these addresses is randomized by
the service. In addition, randomized delays of up to six hours are implemented
on output transactions. MixTum provides users with a PGP signed letter of
guarantee with information regarding the mixing interaction.

MixTum offers a free trial with the minimum required amount of 0.001 BTC,
one output address, and no mixing fees. Although MixTum claims logs are not
kept, they do keep data regarding participant interactions until the completion
of the output transaction or until the session expires in seven days.

Bitcoin Mixer was established in 2019. The service provides its users with a
Mix ID to check the status of their mix. The minimum input amount accepted is
0.0002 BTC. When multiple output addresses are specified (up to seven), users
can control the distribution and delays for each. Delays for each output address
range from less than one hour (rapid) to 12 hours. The service keeps logs for up
to seven days but gives users the option to manually delete their session details.
The mixing fees for Bitcoin Mixer are 0.25% plus 0.000001 BTC per output.

CryptoMixer was established in 2016. The service’s initial announcement on
Bitcointalk stated that it has over 2,000 BTC in reserve. CryptoMixer leveraged
the trust of reputable Bitcointalk users to verify the services pool of funds [2–4].
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CryptoMixer allows a minimum input of 0.001 BTC. The maximum input
changes based off of the amount of Bitcoin in its reserve. Accounts are not re-
quired, and instead users are given a CryptoMixer code to identify their sessions.
This code can be used in future sessions to receive discounts and ensure previous
inputs are not returned. CryptoMixer’s site claims it has a 100% zero-logs policy
but also states that transaction details are routinely deleted. Based on the fees,
delays, distribution, and number of output addresses set, participants are given
a security level for their mix. The Standard, Silver, and Gold security levels offer
higher thresholds for obfuscation. For example, the Standard level offers up to
24-hour delays while Gold offers up to 96 hours.

Unlike the other services, CryptoMixer allows users to generate an unlim-
ited number of input addresses to send their funds. Each input address also
comes with a verifiable, digitally signed letter of guarantee, proving that it was
generated by the service. Each given address is valid for 24 hours.
Sudoku Wallet was established in 2019. The service is a single-use wallet which
outputs private keys rather than on-blockchain transactions. These outputs are
of two to four addresses funded from previously executed CoinJoin transactions.
The distribution between these addresses is not configurable by the user. There
is no minimum or maximum input enforced. Sudoku Wallet does not require
accounts but provides users with a wallet key to access their session before it
is automatically deleted in seven days. The service claims to have a strict “no
logs” policy. To send funds to Sudoku Wallet, one input address is provided along
with its corresponding private key. The mixing fee is randomized from 0.5% to
1% plus the CoinJoin fee which is described as the number of output addresses
involved in the CoinJoin times the transaction fee.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we describe the methodology of our in-depth experiments on
five chosen mixers to understand more about the implementation of these mixer
services. In addition, we outline our results of the experiments conducted with
each mixer. Detailed results are included in Appendix B with transaction IDs.

6.1 Methodology

The experiments are real-world interactions with five public mixing services:
ChipMixer, MixTum, Bitcoin Mixer, CryptoMixer, and Sudoku Wallet. Our goal
is to identify if these mixers have adopted implementation and security solutions
provided by the academic literature discussed in Section 4. Overall, we use data
from Table 1 and our experiments to compare implementation and security of
the five services with the proposed mixing protocols from Section 4.

We conducted three trials of experiments: each consisted of one transaction
with each of five mixing services. We ensured that all five interactions during
a trial were finished before moving onto the next. To estimate the necessary
amount of funds to execute all 15 mixer interactions, we set a constant network
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Data Field Description

Obfuscation Parameters
Obfuscation features set (number of output
addresses, delays, distribution, etc.)

Input Amount Amount sent to mixer (before network fees)
Input Network Fee Network fee on transaction to mixer (BTC)

Input Address
Address given to user by mixer to send initial
funds

Time In Date and time of input transaction
Input Transaction ID Transaction ID of input transaction

Output Amount
Amount sent back to user’s deposit ad-
dress(es)

Output Network Fee
Amount of network fees on transaction(s) to
deposit address(es)

Time Out
Date and time output transactions are sent
from mixer

Output Transaction ID Transaction ID of output transaction
Mixer Fee Service fee collected

Additional Information
Information unique to service: Letter of Guar-
antee, Special Mixing Code, Receipt, etc.

Table 2: Data collected during our experiments with each studied mixer along
with their description.

fee of 0.50 USD (0.000053 BTC) and calculated the worst-case mixing fees for
each service. The total fees were estimated to be 57.25 USD (0.00635 BTC).
To account for changing network fees, unexpected mixer fees, or coin theft, we
determined 100 USD (0.011 BTC) would be sufficient to execute all three trials.

During the first trial, input amounts were set to the minimum required by
each service. Inputs were gradually raised in the second and third trials. We
increased the obfuscation parameters from trial to trial when customizable. This
included longer delays, a higher number of output addresses, and higher fees.
The public nature of the blockchain allowed for comparison between interac-
tions with a single service to identify unexpected behavior. We specify the exact
parameters, input, and output values for each trial in the results for each service
and Appendix B. To calculate the mixing fees for on-blockchain transactions the
total BTC sent to and from the mixing service (excluding network fees) were
subtracted.

All five mixers offer a Tor mirror, so we used the Tor Browser. To store,
receive, and send Bitcoin, we used the desktop wallet Electrum. We maintained
two separate wallets for legacy and SegWit functionality. All transactions were
labeled according to their corresponding mixer and trial number. In addition to
collecting screenshots of every mixing interaction, the data described in Table 2
was recorded. This includes transaction information such as the input and output
transaction IDs, the obfuscation parameters, and unique information for each
service including letters of guarantee. Next, we will discuss the general steps
taken and any special data collected for each service.
Setup. Before beginning the first trial, we purchased 100 USD worth of Bitcoin
from the exchange Coinbase. At the time, this equated to 0.01788742 BTC.
Then, we created two separate Electrum wallets: Legacy and SegWit.
ChipMixer. There are five general steps in interactions with ChipMixer. During
Step 1, users are given their session token and told to save it permanently to
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access their session for the next seven days. Step 2 is the Deposit step: send at
least 0.001 BTC in one transaction to a given input address, wait for one network
confirmation on this transaction, and then refresh the page. During this step,
users are also able to enter voucher codes from previous interactions to use funds
that have not been withdrawn. At Step 3, users have a full view of their current
chips grouped by value and have the ability to split, merge, commonize, bet,
and donate. On this page, they are also given the option to withdraw or receive
a voucher for chips. These two options directly lead to Step 4, the withdrawal.
Users are given the private key to their withdrawn chips and steps on how to
import this key to Electrum, Bitcoin Core, or to a JSON file. As another option,
they can sweep the chips to a desired output address. Before the final step, a
signed receipt is offered for download. In Step 5, sessions can be destroyed.

We created a new session for each trial with ChipMixer. The session token
was recorded to test its validity after the seven-day period or after sessions were
manually deleted. The given input address and the input transaction ID was
noted to identify patterns in the movement of funds. Chipmixer’s method of
returning funds does not involve output addresses, so we used the SegWit wallet
for all three trials. We considered the obfuscation parameters for ChipMixer to
be the set of features used (split, merge, and donate) as well as the method
of withdrawal. Commonize and betting were not used in all three trials. We
attempted both sweep and private key transfer withdrawals to identify effects
on traceability. Before destroying each session, we attempted to access each
session’s signed receipt to verify the signature.

Results. The results from each ChipMixer trial are displayed in Appendix B
Table 6. In our trials with ChipMixer, we did not encounter any unexpected
mixing fees. In Trial 1, we swept the private keys to our Electrum wallet with
an on-blockchain transaction (requiring network fees). In Trial 2, we transferred
the private keys to our Electrum wallet off-blockchain (no network fees). In all
three trials, we could not access the signed receipt offered by ChipMixer due to
an internal server error.

MixTum. In MixTum for Step 1, users enter up to two output addresses. In
Step 2, users are given an input address along with its corresponding QR code.
In addition, a signed letter of guarantee is provided for download.

Trials for MixTum were attempted with both legacy and SegWit addresses.
The only customizable obfuscation parameter was the number of output ad-
dresses. On Step 2, all letters of guarantee were downloaded and signatures were
verified using GnuPG. Transactions from MixTum were analyzed for their dis-
tribution and randomized delay. Mixing fees were also checked to see if they
were accurately calculated. Input and Output transaction IDs were used to gain
insight about the movement of funds.

Results. Table 7 in Appendix B displays the obfuscation parameters, total
input, total output, output network fees, and mixing fees pertaining to each trial
with MixTum. For all three trials, signed letters of guarantee were successfully
downloaded and verified. MixTum’s calculator output displayed a smaller value
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than received on all three trials. In Trials 2 and 3, mixing fees were up to 5% plus
0.00015 BTC as advertised. However, Trial 1 charged a mixing fee of 0 BTC.

Bitcoin Mixer. In Step 1, users specify up to seven output addresses each with
distribution (%) and delay (rapid to 12 hours). In Step 2, the service provides a
Mix ID and an input address. After delays, the output transactions are executed.
In Step 3, users review their mix information and can delete their mix.

In Step 1, we attempted specifying both legacy and SegWit addresses to
Bitcoin Mixer. The main obfuscation parameters for this service were the num-
ber of output addresses, percentage distribution, and delay. We heightened the
intensity of these parameters from trial to trial and verified the accuracy of dis-
tributions and delays. Mix IDs for each session were noted to check their validity
after deletion of the mix. After receiving outputs, we calculated the mixing fees
to identify unexpected behavior. In all three trials, we deleted our mix informa-
tion.

Results. Table 8 in Appendix B outlines the obfuscation parameters, input, out-
put, and mixer fees associated with each Bitcoin Mixer trial. The distributions,
mixing fees, and outputs were accurately calculated. Outputs were generally re-
ceived 20 to 30 minutes early, indicating randomization of delays. The deletion
of Mix IDs was successful in all three trials.

CryptoMixer. In Step 1, users specify up to 10 output addresses and set the
delay and distribution for each. Users can then specify their preferred service
fee. The combination of these three obfuscation parameters determines the se-
curity level of the mix. On the same page, CryptoMixer’s calculator displays
the expected amount that each output address will receive. Before continuing to
Step 2, the CryptoMixer code can be entered. In Step 2, a letter of guarantee is
presented along with an input address. As input transactions are made the ser-
vice displays the received amounts and their confirmations. If the amount is not
sufficient, the service specifies the expected output as a negative value. Finally,
users are also provided with a CryptoMixer code to use with future transactions.

Trials with CryptoMixer were conducted with both legacy and SegWit ad-
dresses. The customizable obfuscation parameters for this service include the
number of input and output addresses, delay, distribution, and service fee. While
Trial 1 was customized to fall under the Standard security level, Trial 2 and 3
were both set to the Silver security level. We recorded the output values displayed
from the service’s calculator to check for accuracy. The CryptoMixer code from
Trial 1 was used in Trial 2 to test its effectiveness against receiving previous
inputs. Finally, the letter of guarantee was downloaded for each input address
in all three trials and both the signature and contents were verified.

Results. Appendix B Table 9 displays the obfuscation parameters, input, out-
put, and mixer fees associated with each CryptoMixer trial. The service’s cal-
culator displayed accurate outputs based on the set mixing fee for each trial.
We did not receive any output from CryptoMixer on Trials 2 and 3. We were
successfully able to download and verify the letters of guarantee provided by the
service. Additionally, we received five-digit CryptoMixer codes in each trial but
could not evaluate the effectiveness of their use.
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Sudoku Wallet. In Step 1, users are presented with a wallet key. In Step 2, an
input address is presented along with its corresponding private key. After three
confirmations on the input transaction(s), the user can proceed. In Step 3, two
to four addresses with balances adding up to the user’s input amount minus
mixing fees are presented along with their private keys. The user then has the
option to sweep these funds or import the private keys to their wallet. In Step 4,
users are urged to delete their wallet and generate a new one to mix more funds.

We created a new wallet for each transaction and recorded the wallet key to
check its validity after deletion. In Step 2, we noted the input address and its pri-
vate key. The obfuscation parameter for Sudoku Wallet is limited to the method
of withdrawing the funds. In Step 3, we recorded the given output addresses
and calculated the mixing fee to identify unexpected behavior. We studied the
history of these output addresses to ensure they used CoinJoin transactions.
Results. Appendix B Table 10 displays the obfuscation parameters, input, out-
put, output network fees, and mixer fees associated with each Sudoku Wallet
trial. Mixing fees for each trial were inconsistent and unverifiable with any pre-
viously executed CoinJoin transactions. Trial 1 had a mixer fee of 0 BTC while
Trial 3 had a fee of 0.0027 BTC (90% of the input).

7 Analysis

In this section, we provide an implementation and security analysis of the five
public mixing services.

7.1 Implementation Analysis

We use the data gathered in Section 5 regarding current public mixers and our
experiments (discussed in Section 6) to identify the adoption of academically
proposed solutions in ChipMixer, MixTum, Bitcoin Mixer, CryptoMixer, and
Sudoku Wallet.

Table 3 outlines which mixing services include key characteristics of proposed
solutions in their implementation. The characteristics selected include CoinJoin,
shuffling of output addresses in one transaction, multisignature escrows, TEXT
field use to share data, signed warranties, blinding, and off-blockchain transac-
tions. Each of these characteristics are used in at least one of the academically
proposed solutions.
ChipMixer. Through tracing our input transactions and outputs received by
ChipMixer, we identified that funds sent to the service are routinely involved in
the creation of chips ranging from 0.001 BTC to 8.192 BTC. For example, our
Trial 1 input of 0.001 BTC was involved in the creation of five chips of 8.192 BTC.
The creation involves a CoinJoin transaction with UTXOs sent to ChipMixer
by users as its input set. The output is a set of chips of a uniform size. Unlike
CoinShuffle, this CoinJoin is solely created with funds available in ChipMixer’s
wallet. Thus, the need for multiple signatures and shuffling of output addresses
is eliminated.
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ChipMixer 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 3

MixTum 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7

Bitcoin Mixer 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

CryptoMixer 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7

Sudoku Wallet 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3

Table 3: The inclusion of academically proposed techniques in the five studied
public mixers. The five mixers exhibit a lack of adoption of proposed
techniques. Output address shuffling, multisignature escrows, the use of TEXT
fields in transactions, remote attestation, and blinding are not implemented by
any of the services studied.

ChipMixer incorporates off-blockchain transactions by giving users the option
to split, merge, bet, commonize, and donate their given chips. These options have
an impact on the amount and distribution of the mix without executing multi-
ple on-blockchain transactions. The withdrawal of funds via importing private
keys is also done off-blockchain. Thus, a complete ChipMixer mixing interaction
can be done with only one on-blockchain input transaction. This is compara-
ble to TumbleBit and its incorporation of off-blockchain puzzles to send Bitcoin
between two users.

ChipMixer claims to provide a signed receipt on withdrawal of chips. Al-
though the service was unable to provide this receipt in all three trials, we do
not believe it is comparable to the signed warranties produced in Mixcoin and
Blindcoin. While ChipMixer’s signed receipt aims to prove the origin of output
funds, Mixcoin and Blindcoin’s signed warranty outlines the terms of the mix
before any input or output.

Overall, our analysis did not provide any evidence that ChipMixer imple-
ments signed warranties, blinding, remote attestation, output address shuffling,
or multisignature escrow addresses.
MixTum. MixTum offers a PGP signed letter of guarantee before any inputs to
the service. The letters for all three trials included the generated input address,
the output address(es), the maximum mixing time, the deadline for users to send
their input by, and the maximum service fee. This guarantee can be compared to
the signed warranty provided in Mixcoin which includes the value to be mixed,
the deadline for the input to be sent, the deadline for the service to return
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funds, the output address, the mixing fee rate, a nonce, and the number of
confirmations required on the input. Mixcoin’s protocol requires that users create
the terms of the mix and provide them to the service. In the case of MixTum, the
service creates the majority of the terms including the fee and deadline to return
funds. Overall, the PGP signed letter of guarantee from MixTum provides enough
information to identify a breach in protocol and holds the service accountable.

We did not identify any evidence that MixTum incorporates CoinJoin, out-
put address shuffling, multisignature escrow addresses, TEXT field use, remote
attestation, blinding, or off-blockchain transactions.
Bitcoin Mixer. Through our analysis and experiments with Bitcoin Mixer,
we identified that the service does not implement any of the proposed mixing
solutions found in CoinShuffle, CoinParty, Xim, Obscuro, Mixcoin, Blindcoin,
or TumbleBit. The service does not implement CoinJoin transactions or shuffle
output addresses of multiple users in one transaction. In addition, Bitcoin Mixer
does not implement multisignature escrow addresses, TEXT fields in transac-
tions, remote attestation, a signed warranty, blinding, or off-blockchain transac-
tions.
CryptoMixer. CryptoMixer provides a signed letter of guarantee along with
each input address. Unlike MixTum, CryptoMixer’s letter of guarantee is signed
using its Bitcoin private key. This letter provides confirmation of the origin of
the input address, distribution of funds to each output address, delay for each
output address, deadline for inputs, minimum and maximum input allowed, and
mixing fee. This guarantee can be compared to the signed warranty provided in
Mixcoin. In this case, the user specifies output addresses, delays, distributions,
and the fees. Thus, CryptoMixer’s letter of guarantee ensures accountability and
can be used against the service in case of a breach of protocol.

Overall, the signed warranty was the only academically proposed solution
adopted by CryptoMixer. We did not identify any evidence of CoinJoin, out-
put address shuffling, multisignature escrow addresses, TEXT field use, remote
attestation, blinding, or off-blockchain transactions.
Sudoku Wallet. Sudoku Wallet claims to provide funds from pre-mixed Coin-
Join transactions. Blockchain analysis in all three trials revealed that inputs were
not involved in uniform output CoinJoin transactions after being sent to the ser-
vice. Additionally, outputs had not been involved in uniform output CoinJoin
interactions in recent history. Thus, we do not believe the service uses CoinJoin
transactions. However, Sudoku Wallet does make use of off-blockchain transac-
tions on withdrawal. Like ChipMixer, the use of private keys as outputs ensures
that outputs are not detectable on the blockchain.

Overall, we did not identify any evidence of CoinJoin transactions, output
address shuffling, multisignature escrow addresses, TEXT field use, remote at-
testation, signed warranties, or blinding.

7.2 Security Analysis

We build our security analysis upon Obscuro’s security analysis performed on
CoinJoin, CoinShuffle, CoinParty, Xim, Mixcoin, Blindcoin, and TumbleBit [23].
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ChipMixer 7 7 7 7 3 1

MixTum 7 7 7 7 3 2

Bitcoin Mixer 7 7 7 7 3 2

CryptoMixer 7 7 7 3 3 2

Sudoku Wallet 7 7 7 7 3 1

Table 4: A security comparison of the five public mixing services against the
threats presented in Section 3. All five services lack prevention against coin
theft, relationship anonymity attacks, and do not guarantee participation. A
similar table conducting a security comparison of academically proposed
mixers is provided in Obscuro [23].

We expand on their academically proposed Bitcoin mixer comparison by per-
forming similar analysis on the five mixing services included in this study. Ta-
ble 4 displays the results of this analysis. We compare the mixers based on their
resistance to the threats outlined in Section 3.

Coin Theft. The five mixers in the study do not have protections in place
against coin theft. ChipMixer, Bitcoin Mixer, and Sudoku Wallet provide no
proof of origin for the provided input address, making it possible for adversaries
or malicious mixer operators to steal funds. MixTum and CryptoMixer provide
signed letters of guarantee, making it difficult for an attacker to inject their own
address. However, the letter of guarantee is ineffective against malicious mixer
operators. Although it sets accountability, users can still have their funds stolen.
Mixcoin and Blindcoin suffer from the same protections against a malicious op-
erator. Thus, six out of eight mixing services in Obscuro’s analysis implement
protections against coin theft. For example, CoinJoin, CoinShuffle, and Tum-
bleBit use multisig addresses to ensure all parties are involved in the movement
of funds.

ChipMixer and Sudoku Wallet provide private keys as outputs. Importing
these keys to a wallet may be appealing because of its off-blockchain nature,
however it leaves users susceptible to coin theft. The mixing service could still
access the private key and sweep the funds to a separate address without user
permission.

Relationship Anonymity. Relationship anonymity is not guaranteed in any
of five mixing services. Malicious mixing operators can directly learn the per-
mutation between inputs and outputs. Additionally, all five services store or log
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session data for at least a limited amount of time, providing a tempting target
for adversaries. In comparison, five out of eight proposed mixing services from
Obscuro’s analysis provide a method to ensure relationship anonymity. For ex-
ample, CoinParty and CoinShuffle use output address shuffling while Blindcoin
and TumbleBit use blinding.
Participation Guarantee. All five public mixers lack resistance against drop-
ping participants. This is common in protocols that involve a mixer operator
who can control the mixer’s worldview. In comparison, five out of eight proto-
cols studied in Obscuro’s analysis guarantee participation for all users. The
only centralized protocol included in these five is Obscuro. In its implementa-
tion, selective dropping of participants results in a DoS attack because of the
protocols dependence on public bulletin boards.
Large Mixing Set Guarantee. Of all five services, CryptoMixer was the only
to guarantee a large mixing set size. For public mixing services, we view the
mixing set to be the pool of UTXOs that the mixing service controls. To guar-
antee a large mixing set, CryptoMixer provided reputable Bitcointalk users with
access to a list of their owned addresses along with signatures for each. The users
confirmed that the service had nearly 2,000 BTC in their pool. In comparison,
two out of eight proposed services provide a guarantee of a large mixing set. For
example, Obscuro refunds user inputs when a minimum number of participants
is not reached. Mixcoin, Blindcoin, and TumbleBit do not include an agreement
of a minimum mixing set size in their centralized protocols. In decentralized
protocols such as CoinJoin, CoinShuffle, and CoinParty, users are guaranteed a
small set due to the communication overhead and long wait times with larger
anonymity sets.
Join-then-abort Resistance. All five public mixing services provide resistance
against join-then-abort attacks. Users are unable to abort the mixing protocol
after funds have been sent to the given input address. In comparison, five out of
eight proposed protocols also provide resistance against this attack. In CoinJoin
implementations, like CoinShuffle, users are able to disrupt the mix by disap-
proving of the final transaction.
Minimum On-Chain Transactions. The number of on-block-chain transac-
tions for the five mixers in this study is similar to the proposed protocols in
Obscuro’s analysis. Aside from Xim, which requires three ads on-blockchain
before the four transactions in Barber’s Fair Exchange, and TumbleBit, which
uses two escrow channels, the proposed protocols require one to two transactions.

7.3 Additional Interesting Behavior

Our experiments on ChipMixer, MixTum, CryptoMixer, and Sudoku Wallet re-
vealed additional, interesting behavior associated with each service. We believe
these behaviors represent an opportunity for a long-term study to learn more
about the underlying service implementation.
ChipMixer. ChipMixer generates new chips by creating CoinJoin transactions
with uniform output chip values ranging from 0.001 BTC to 8.192 BTC. The set
of inputs for these chip generation transactions is comprised of UTXOs adding
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up to the exact amount necessary to create the specified number of chips. In turn,
chip generation does not include change transactions in its output. We identified
this pattern in all four of our input transactions with ChipMixer. Additionally,
we were able to trace these created chips to identify outputs to other users. It
is possible that a large number of inputs could be sent to ChipMixer to gain a
better understanding of their pool of chips. Appendix C provides some example
chip generation transactions.

Although ChipMixer claims logs and session information is deleted in seven
days, we found that our session tokens for all three trials were still valid after
16 days. This could indicate that deletion of logs and session tokens is manually
done by the mixer operator.

ChipMixer incorporates various features that focus on providing users with an
illusion of control over their funds. However, off-blockchain transactions such as
split and merge essentially have no impact on the chips available in ChipMixer’s
pool. In addition, voucher codes carry no value outside of the service.

MixTum. MixTum is built upon Jambler.io, a mixing platform that provides
the source code to start a mixer. The letter of guarantee and the input address
are generated from Jambler.io, and the platform pays MixTum a commission on
completion of each mixing interaction. Jambler.io claims to obtain funds from
cryptocurrency exchanges and use a scoring algorithm to only mix with “pure”
funds.

MixTum’s typical mixing fees are up to 5% + 0.00015 BTC. However, in
Trial 1 we sent the minimum 0.001 BTC, we received an output of 0.001 BTC.
The transaction fee on this output was 0.00024227 BTC. Thus, the service did
not charge a mixing fee and lost money. This was tested twice with the same
result.

CryptoMixer. CryptoMixer returned an output in Trial 1 even though the ser-
vice stated that the input amount was less than required. In Trial 2, we identified
that the service does not accept transactions less than the minimum 0.001 BTC.
However, CryptoMixer’s calculator still recognizes inputs less than the minimum
and calculates accordingly. We believe CryptoMixer treats all inputs to a ses-
sion as donations if an input less than the minimum is detected before an output
transaction is scheduled. The first three inputs for Trial 2 were 0.001 BTC, 0.001
BTC, and 0.0005 BTC. All three received their first confirmation at the same
time. We believe CryptoMixer recognized that one of these inputs was less than
0.001 BTC and treated all inputs as donations as a result. In Trial 3, we learned
that input addresses do not accept more than one transaction. Our second trans-
actions were not recognized and CryptoMixer did not send an output. Overall,
CryptoMixer has poor implementation and lacks proper documentation.

Sudoku Wallet. On the presentation of the input address, Sudoku Wallet also
provides a corresponding private key. We believe this is done to give users the
illusion that they still have access to their funds. However, in all three of our
trials, Sudoku Wallet moved the funds associated with the input address before
we obtained our output. For example, in Trial 1, we swept our outputs at 12:51
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AM, however the input address funds had been moved to a separate address at
12:33 AM. This shows how simple coin theft is when mixers output private keys.

Sudoku Wallet’s mixing fees are described as 0.5% to 1% (randomized) plus
the CoinJoin fee. However, mixing fees were inconsistent in all three trials. We
were not able to identify any CoinJoin transactions to calculate the fees in each
output’s blockchain history. Thus, more transactions will need to be executed to
understand the mixing fees.

During Trial 3, the provided wallet key was entered onto the Sudoku Wallet
website. We received an error stating that the Bitcoin Client function loadwallet()

verification failed. This error reveals that Sudoku Wallet creates a new wallet for
each user to keep track of balances. This is the only implementation of separate
wallet creation. Although Sudoku Wallet states that logs are not maintained,
this is similar to logging transaction data for each participant.

8 Discussion and Limitations

Our analysis shows a clear disconnect between the five publicly available mix-
ers studied and academically proposed solutions. Key characteristics of these
solutions have not been widely adopted by today’s most trusted Bitcoin mixing
services. We found that none of the five public mixing services we tested use the
proposed features of output address shuffling, multisignature escrow addresses,
TEXT fields in transactions, remote attestation, or blinding. The only three
characteristics adopted include CoinJoin, signed warranties, and off-blockchain
transactions.

All five mixers performed poorly in security analysis. The lack of prevention
against coin theft, permutation leaks, and dropping of participants in public ser-
vices shows that these services are not built to prioritize security and anonymity
concerns addressed in academic literature. Rather, most services appear to be
focused on providing their users with the illusion of control over their mix. On
a positive note, centralized mixers displayed complete resistance against join-
and-abort attacks, unlike proposed decentralized solutions. CryptoMixer also
leverages Bitcointalk to guarantee a minimum mixing set size.

To gain credibility and trust from their users, today’s mixers must employ
a combination of key characteristics provided by proposed academic solutions.
Public mixing services should advertise the use of proven solutions from academic
literature, use trusted third-party remote attestation services, provide signed
letters of guarantee, and adopt open-source practices. Mixers should also aim to
leverage the solidified trust users have with reputable members of Bitcointalk
and actively engage with their participants. Output addresses can be encrypted
with the mixer’s public key and included in the TEXT field of input transactions
to lessen the threat of selective dropping of participants. Although it would result
in higher network fees, mixers should identify a minimum mixing set size and
ensure outputs include multiple users rather than one-to-one transactions. The
use of private keys as outputs must be eliminated from services to ensure safety
against coin theft.
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Ultimately, our trials were quite lightweight. A higher number of trials with
larger transactions could lead to a more in-depth understanding of the reason-
ing behind certain mixer behavior. Our understanding of mixer features relies
heavily on information collected from each service’s website as well as posts from
Bitcointalk. A long-term analysis of both trusted and untrusted services could
paint a better picture of the ever-changing features being implemented into the
public mixing atmosphere. Additionally, this study could be expanded to in-
clude open-source wallets that provide their own mixing implementations such
as Wasabi Wallet and Samourai Wallet.

9 Conclusion

The Bitcoin mixing ecosystem attracts a wide range of users, many of whom
simply wish to remain anonymous. The association of scams and poor implemen-
tation by these services has led to the proposal of secure protocols in academic
literature. These proposed solutions provide methods to ensure accountability
for mixing services and secure communication between participants without the
leakage of input and output permutations. Through real world mixer interac-
tions, we identified that there exists a disconnect in both implementation and
resistance to common mixing threats between today’s public mixing services
and academically proposed solutions. We strongly believe that the disparities
identified in this work represent an overall lack of regard for secure implemen-
tation. Although mixing services are often associated with criminal activity, the
adoption of secure mixing methods could better their reputation and provide a
foundation for future Bitcoin mixer research.
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A Public Mixer Characteristics

Characteristic Description

Min Minimum mixing amount allowed

Max Maximum mixing amount allowed

Account Is registration required to participate?

Fees Mixing fees

Time Time to finish mixing

Delay Amount of delay on mixing output

Logs Amount of time service keeps logs

Input Addresses Number of input addresses given to user

Output Addresses Number of output addresses user may specify

Distribution Control
Does the user have control of the distribution of funds
across their specified output addresses?

Minimum Blocks
Number of network confirmations needed before mixing
begins

Additional Features
Additional unique features (letter of guarantee, receipt,
check mix function, etc.)

Tor Hidden service URL

Clearnet Clearnet URL

Established Year established

Bitcointalk Bitcointalk service announcement URL

Forum Posts Number of forum posts as of May 1st, 2020

Scam Accusation(s) Does the mixer have any unresolved scam accusations?

Table 5: Mixer characteristics collected for our initial analysis of the public
Bitcoin mixer landscape.

B Trial Results

B.1 ChipMixer

Trial Obfuscation Parameters Input (BTC) Output (BTC) Output Network Fees (BTC) Mixer Fees (BTC) Txn IDs

1 sweep 0.001 0.000921 0.000079 0 1

2 split, donate, merge, withdraw 0.003 0.002 0 0.001 2

3 voucher, sweep 0.004 0.00381195 0.00018805 0 3

Table 6: Results for ChipMixer trials.

1 I1: 467e3de55595849259650ef0dfdcad22b945bf98cc99cb0cc5d2f4ad6c4a9c9b

O1: 5e2673cb8e845aa41ba7c04b1aa6b1da415bffa87d01806f4e762133964694e1
2 I1: a0e9c07185369c217f740ee06a8b3499dd15d365647c78f34e6d3195132eb99b

I2: 3a8f4b06c8d30dcb333376b7168df3c1a93812086f5c31cf7c104715d2dc0d3b

O1: 6647ea4eaf7b6968101e2618a21608d4111f836aec7cf1589972f678a5a06ad4
3 I1: 7675b43440cd2ac9c95134085262c1df8a8284ac4daeb9223402084363f53405

I2: 2fac417838683750b879e743811cea0c263efc0bf8c24a72b5f80cb393b78578

O1: 47a373922147c11b3a7b3d0675a62bf94c6d1e1d8252e915ca8bef83e37a0cd2

O2: 0755d63c3e989810bb8b0f65e852845d8c9538446278f438f0ca3a5f99310e00
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Trial 1 In Trial 1, 0.001 BTC was sent in one transaction, I1, from the SegWit
wallet. Within 30 seconds of the first confirmation on this input, we received one
chip of 0.001 BTC. In Step 3, we were given the option to donate, withdraw,
or receive a voucher. Options to split or merge were unavailable. We chose to
withdraw our chips and proceeded to Step 4. We attempted to download the
signed receipt but received an internal server error. Next, we chose to sweep the
chip to the SegWit wallet with a network fee of 0.000079 BTC. The interaction
resulted in 0 BTC mixing fees and our final output, O1, was 0.000921 BTC.

Trial 2 In Trial 2, 0.003 BTC was sent to ChipMixer in two separate transactions
from the SegWit wallet, I1 and I2. These transactions were 0.002 BTC and
0.001 BTC. The service provided one chip of 0.002 BTC (chip 1) and one of
0.001 BTC (chip 2). We split chip 1 into two chips of 0.001 BTC. Then, we
donated one of these chips to ChipMixer and did not identify any movement of
funds from the input address. Next, we merged the two remaining 0.001 BTC
chips into one 0.002 BTC chip. On Step 4, we attempted to access the signed
receipt but received an internal server error. We chose to withdraw our final chip
by importing the private key into a new wallet. Importing resulted in 0 BTC
network fees and 0 BTC mixer fees. The output to our wallet, O1, was 0.002
BTC.

Trial 3 In Trial 3, two separate sessions were created. In the first session,
transaction I1 of 0.001 BTC was sent to ChipMixer and withdrawn for a voucher.
The service provided a 53 character alphanumeric code. In the second session,
transaction I2 of 0.003 BTC was sent to the given input address. The voucher
code from the first session was also redeemed. In total, the service provided
two 0.001 BTC and one 0.002 BTC chips. On withdrawal, the chips were swept
into the SegWit wallet. This resulted in two on-blockchain transactions with
outputs of 0.00190361 BTC and 0.00190834 BTC, O1 and O2. The network fees
associated with these transactions were 0.00009639 BTC and 0.00009166 BTC
respectively. The total mixer fee was 0 BTC.

B.2 MixTum

Trial Obfuscation Parameters Input (BTC) Output (BTC) Output Network Fees (BTC) Mixer Fees (BTC) Txn IDs

1 1 Output 0.001 0.001 0.00024227 0 4

2 2 Outputs 0.002 0.001762 0.0004707 0.000238 5

3 2 Outputs 0.003 0.00276 0.00049838 0.00024 6

Table 7: Results for MixTum trials.
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Trial 1 In Trial 1, one legacy output address was specified. A SegWit output
address was attempted but was not accepted by the service. One input transac-
tion, I1, of 0.001 BTC was sent to a compatibility format input address provided
by MixTum. Within five minutes, an output transaction, O1 of 0.001 BTC was
received. The network fee on the output was 0.00024227 BTC and mixing fees
were 0 BTC.

Trial 2 In Trial 2, two legacy output addresses were specified. One input transac-
tion, I1, of 0.002 BTC was sent to a compatibility format input address provided
by MixTum. The first output, O1, of 0.001 BTC was received in one hour and
14 minutes. The network fee on this transaction was 0.00024227 BTC. A second
output, O2, of 0.000762 BTC was received in four hours and 55 minutes with a
network fee of 0.00022843. The overall mixing fee for this interaction was equal
to 4.4% of the input plus 0.00015 BTC.

Trial 3 In Trial 3, two legacy output addresses were specified. Two input trans-
actions, I1 and I2, were sent to a compatibility format input address provided
by MixTum. I1 was 0.002 BTC and I2 was 0.001 BTC. The first output address
received two output transactions, O1 and O2, of 0.0004 BTC and 0.001 BTC
47 minutes after the input. The second output address received an output, O3,
of 0.00136 BTC in 52 minutes. The network fees for these output transactions
were 0.00017997 BTC, 0.00017305 BTC, and 0.00014536 BTC respectively. The
overall mixing fee for this trial was 3% of the input amount plus 0.00015 BTC.

B.3 Bitcoin Mixer

4 I1: 0cf2b5ae532f7efb78133b0cf63b8a11af658dba5cab810a6125cb8c81433896

O1: 41102ce0aab86f143bd836cecae1495c1c4dbb3cf4b2b4ee19e2f7e9c8dd264b
5 I1: 3acc63ef655aed1a47323aeace7d3107ce8e26dc046a3a05998b284aa9221d91

O1: 24b0e68ee157eef4567ce853198f1af5196fc0ffbfa875e20a84044bf6b82de0

O2: 9f60da6b97b39c6de65f7b7e59def229fe990a70c66ab1263a71f7d262aac9ca
6 I1: 32328f8ea37163f06894e3ddd8620e4bfb93c1b968b70a1c7973d5fa4e81ffb3

I2: 3863aab6e6f84f4da584975b9719511954ebc10a0ceca918b26f250d3553b211

O1: da0f4c46f528f4df7d7383eee5064e69759403410f63049f4fe59341f1ee9991

O2: 8ac7f54fb2fa52811d07ff3fa5f7031f8499e0d63ba37691e8979612e3107181

O3: d9cf6777e294f2936f9219cbd10a4926f93986fa9d79829e72e6f422eae1e59f
7 I1: 1e986fcb917e3b6702f7c0855ef97bb63852f3a7b4b732c979c24a650d83d60a

O1: 1752cc1c59e086a41e5eff494a3e949220585174df969524ba0315ff43baacc1
8 I1: f3ea2711301deda2a6e1721a6cb535c8d989a9536089c72b1df693ec72d3a979

O1: a445e5f62e7a7aaccbb5f0094dead98ff340f00fa461bb02bcebb5c39209ce39

O2: b29103754707b9553948efe16e0f0f2ed24afd9344851ae6aba53d48d6295188

O3: a38b52879b069709aa7baa3928b71f3c2ebb8dcfbce23b481fc0f5b00f00afe1
9 I1: 101a29a16be3357b5b9733e9cb5576d735ba4526f0937071a1bc43158e4cf4ab

O1: 1423cc8eadc7be5b71c25286244ca9815479691a816c545eb46ce9d40ae6d3c8

O2: fa5bb1ade1c6e99ffa964ad5b76f005c4e6c4b740b1697fd664e43f0f8522e2a
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Trial Obfuscation Parameters Input (BTC) Output (BTC) Mixer Fees (BTC) Txn IDs

1
1 Output

rapid delay
0.0002 0.0001985 0.0000015 7

2
3 Outputs

distribution (%): 35, 35, 30
delay (hr): 1, 2, 2

0.0004 0.000396 0.000004 8

3

5 Outputs
distribution (%):

13.3, 5.36, 21.98, 30.72, 28.64
delay (hr): 1, 2, 5, 10, 12

0.0006 0.0005935 0.0000065 9

Table 8: Results for Bitcoin Mixer trials.

Trial 1 In Trial 1, one output SegWit address was specified with rapid delay.
The service provided a compatibility format input address and a mix ID. One
transaction, I1, of 0.0002 BTC was sent to this address. Within 30 seconds of
the first network confirmation, an output transaction, O1, of 0.0001985 BTC
was received. Overall, the interaction had a mixing fee of 0.0000015 BTC.

Trial 2 In Trial 2, three legacy output addresses were specified. Delay and distri-
bution among these addresses was set to be 1 hour with 35%, 2 hours with 35%,
and 2 hours with 30% respectively. The service provided one compatibility for-
mat input address. One transaction, I1, of 0.0004 BTC was sent to this address.
The first output address received output O1 of 0.0001386 BTC in 43 minutes.
The second received output O2 of 0.0001386 BTC in 1 hour and 44 minutes.
The third received output O3 of 0.0001188 BTC in 1 hour and 44 minutes. The
overall mixing fee for this trial was 0.000004 BTC.

Trial 3 In Trial 3, five SegWit output addresses were specified. Delay and
distribution was set to be 1 hour with 13.3%, 2 hours with 5.36%, 5 hours
with 21.98%, 10 hours with 30.72%, and 12 hours with 28.64% respectively. The
service provided one compatibility format input address. One transaction, I1, of
0.0006 BTC was sent to this address. Output O1 of 0.00007894 BTC was received
by the first output address in 31 minutes. Output O2 of 0.00003181 BTC was
received by the second output address in 1 hour and 26 minutes. Output O3

of 0.00013045 BTC was received by the third output address in 4 hours and
26 minutes. Output O4 of 0.00018232 BTC was received by the fourth output
address in 9 hours and 26 minutes. Finally, output O5 of 0.00016998 BTC was
received by the fifth output address in 11 hours and 26 minutes. The overall
mixing fee for this trial was 0.0000065 BTC.
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Trial Obfuscation Parameters Input (BTC) Output (BTC) Mixer Fees (BTC) Txn IDs

1

1 Output
2 Input

0.5060% fee
1hr 15min delay

0.001 0.00049494 0.00050506 10

2

CryptoMixer Code
3 Outputs
4 Inputs

distribution (%): 20.05, 19.96, 59.99
delays: 3hr 7m, 9hr 1min, 15hr 2min

0.002 0 0 11

3

3 Outputs
2 Inputs

distribution (%):
20.43, 19.85, 59.72

delays: 3hr 3min, 9hr 8min, 15hr 4min

0.002 0 0 12

Table 9: Results for CryptoMixer trials.

B.4 CryptoMixer

Trial 1 In Trial 1, one SegWit output address was specified. Additionally, the
mixing service fee and delay were set to 0.5060% and 1 hour and 15 minutes
respectively. This qualified for a Standard security level. The service provided
a five character alphanumeric CryptoMixer code and one legacy format input
address with its corresponding letter of guarantee. One transaction, I1, of 0.001
BTC was sent to this address. The service’s calculator stated that the output
would be 0.00049494 BTC. However, after one confirmation the service displayed
an error stating that the “amount is less than required.” The error did not
disappear and the number of confirmations on our original input did not update
after the first detected confirmation. Assuming the service expected an additional
payment of 0.00049494 BTC, we generated a second input address and executed
another input transaction, I2. However, this was ignored by the service. After 1
hour and 21 minutes of the first input, we received output O1 of 0.00049494 BTC
with a network fee 0.00007749 BTC. The overall mixing fee for this interaction
was 0.00050506 BTC.

Trial 2 In Trial 2, the CryptoMixer code from Trial 1 was used and three
legacy output addresses were specified. Delay and distribution for these output
addresses was 3 hours and 7 minutes with 20.05%, 9 hours and 1 minute with

O3: a1d08152d1e5e9d75996591e69b663f0eefb96fa31f06fd6ca907084d2e04f26

O4: 61ef79f1ff7ae348a453f4e1d073ce5cf7a732d6c0e50d9fe04d0005eec142f4

O5: 32ad310b25f2f4f11288e8115fce4126526643f49afc5c5e80f081bab3d853b1
10 I1: a02d447aae65ce5d671b2cf1ba183cf08399655f17ed26269c0124e0cf4f5e3d

I2: 73e8f1f233c9ca966f7ab34a4074a558269b37cfb65c4f1a3482f66b8d6e3c6f

O1: f60a746dd452f1c687f0ff92849ede81ecbe7787440f2906c47385f0d9279fcd
11 I1: 1268643164dddfee0fce627295fb6c26d62dadb418630c3601e812feb612d0fe

I2: 02667f20e8355136aec0295409c5d689bf8a7a9ec1302e8a2941154ec565062e

I3: 1c2bfe577e9bb80cbbd2d56108145d640112128b4518348676b468032f947b62

I4: 9b5e7617ee123c10e697c838d9d061118c3749bf0b89c12107c6daf0df2f798d
12 I1: fb930e8d5c9ffe10edc40f880671da7bc8370eee101bc46a20e9fafc0ceb4ddb

I2: 5d010989689bae4d4ec4bd4e9c3984a4632548fa15aeac9ea90d94f15fc2928d
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19.96%, and 15 hours and 2 minutes with 59.99% respectively. The mixing fee was
set to 1.0176%. These parameters qualified the interaction for a Silver security
level. The service provided the same CryptoMixer code from Trial 1 and we
manually generated four legacy format input addresses. The letter of guarantee
for each of these addresses was successfully downloaded. Input transactions I1,
I2, I3, and I4 were executed with 0.001 BTC, 0.001 BTC, 0.0005 BTC, and
0.001 BTC respectively. The service’s calculator stated that 0.00039386 BTC,
0.00039209 BTC, and 0.001178 BTC would be deposited to out output addresses.
However, no outputs were received.

Trial 3 In Trial 3, no CryptoMixer code was used and three legacy output ad-
dresses were specified. Delay and distribution for these output addresses was 3
hours and 3 minutes with 20.43%, 9 hours and 8 minutes with 19.85%, and 15
hours and 4 minutes with 59.72% respectively. The mixing service fee was set
to 1.0820%. These parameters qualified this trial for Silver security level. We re-
ceived a new five character CryptoMixer code and manually generated two legacy
format input addresses. The letter of guarantee for each of these addresses was
successfully downloaded. Input transactions I1 and I2 were executed with 0.001
BTC each. However, we received the same error from Trial 1 stating “amount
is less than required.” For both inputs the service stated 0.00051082 BTC was
pending. Thus, two transactions of 0.0005 BTC and 0.00001082 BTC were sent
to each input address. However, the service did not identify these transactions
and no outputs were received.

B.5 Sudoku Wallet

Trial Obfuscation Parameters Input (BTC) Output (BTC) Output Network Fees (BTC) Mixer Fees (BTC) Txn IDs

1 sweep 0.001 0.00087261 0.00012739 0 13

2 sweep 0.002 0.00171162 0.00024839 0.00003999 14

3 sweep 0.003 0.0000769 0.00022310 0.0027 15

Table 10: Results for Sudoku Wallet trials.

Trial 1 Sudoku Wallet provided a 25 character alphanumeric wallet key. The
service then presented an input address with its corresponding private key. We
sent one transaction, I1, of 0.001 BTC to this input address. After the service

13 I1: 175996ac5b80fcc2df3cc44894ecbdd4e26a35ae20f076ff242d112900bc4898

O1: d37438550d5418c26b3b9a0cadc20007d80d12177b096ef286c53ef10cad11c9
14 I1: 778e990edf67d546bd8eeae9111078e381c7cc7d0eff93e58da8b13bb0d275d2

O1: a63076611384abf4cd1e3df92b327c324af910e14914c6038b60e037814935c9
15 I1: 3c18b011a01f243d2cace66c07cf6016385ffa20f55e0cbdfccf34fa96f18088

O1: 310ec6f888c9db47c1d24410f5a38b3b40461b378a355f0363faaed8f5166443
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detected three confirmations on this input, we were able to view two output
addresses funded with 0.00059025 BTC and 0.00040975 BTC along with their
private keys. These funds were then swept to our SegWit wallet through an on-
blockchain transaction, O1. The network fee for this transaction was 0.00012739
BTC and 0.00087261 BTC was the final output. The overall mixing fee for this
interaction was 0 BTC.

Trial 2 Sudoku Wallet provided a new 25 character alphanumeric wallet key.
The service presented an input address with its corresponding private key. We
sent one transaction, I1, of 0.002 BTC to this address. After three confirmations,
we were presented three output addresses with 0.00066667 BTC, 0.00064667
BTC, and 0.00064667 BTC. These funds were then swept to our legacy wallet
through an on-blockchain transaction, O1. The network fee for this transaction
was 0.00024839 BTC and 0.00171162 BTC was the final output. The overall
mixing fee for this interaction was 0.00003999 BTC.

Trial 3 We received a new 25 character alphanumeric wallet key. We sent one
transaction, I1, of 0.003 BTC to the given input address. After three confirma-
tions, we were presented three output addresses of 0.0001 BTC each with corre-
sponding private keys. These funds were swept to our SegWit wallet through
an on-blockchain transaction. O1. The network fee for this transaction was
0.00022310 BTC and 0.0000769 BTC was the final output. The overall mixing
fee for this interaction was 0.0027 BTC.

C Chip Generation Transactions

Chip Size (BTC) Transaction ID

8.192 a3098c6d8961c6674ad4590a3b50c2ca213d833b49a2c774ce5248cabed135a2

0.256 5b7bfd2f60d6058344cdb59fe64d3c1402378c3489210de2a6d18a34e1c0bd5b

4.096 66c3429e06f5e8732717bbeba30d7df28f81a785c4018ad0a269959bbd37bce6

Table 11: Example Chip Generation Transactions.
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